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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 05/01/2023

Description 2023 Alliance RV Paradigm 385FL, Alliance RV Paradigm fifth wheel 385FL
highlights: Basement Pull-Out Tray Full and Half Bath Separate Living Area Two
Sleeper Sofas Floating Dinette Table Kitchen Island An active family will want this
fifth wheel with its 48" x 115" exterior basement pull-out tray for kayaks or extra
storage. Just above this area is the master suite with a rear bathroom that offers
a residential shower, a porcelain toilet with soft close seat, plus a wardrobe and
shelf storage. The king bed slide gives you more floor space, and you will have a
seat, a flip-top dresser, and a Smart TV to watch movies in bed. The half bath is
next to the main entry which is super convenient, and the middle kitchen is
separate from the front living area. The cook will love the residential microwave,
range and oven, plus the 19 cu. ft. 12 volt residential refrigerator. There is also a
pantry and extra counter space on the kitchen island with a stainless steel farm
sink. The views out of the atrium windows in the slide out, which includes the
floating dinette table, are a must see. And when you need to watch the big game,
the 55" Smart TV with a pull-out fireplace storage are up front with the dual
recliner love seat and two sleeper sofas. The Paradigm fifth wheels by Alliance
RV are functional, high-quality, and luxurious for an unforgettable camping
experience. There are three A/C units and a 40K BTU furnace to keep you
comfortable year around, and you'll appreciate additional convenient amenities,
like the all-in-one enclosed/heated utility center and the color coded and
numbered wiring. A Roto-Flex pin box comes standard for hassle-free towing,
along with Super-G 4,400 lb. rated tires and Dexter 7,000 lb. axles. You'll love the
kitchen with its LG solid surface countertops and Insignia range, plus there is LED
motion lighting in the pantry and a Maxx fan with a rain sensor to keep everything
fresh when making dinner. Each model also includes an HD Smart TV in the living
room and bedroom, plus a Winegard Air 360 antenna to keep you connected to
the outside world. And of course there are a variety of options you can choose
from to further customize your fifth wheel; dual pane windows, Super Solar Plus,
slide out awning toppers, and generator prep or a generator to name a few!
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: T71053
VIN Number: 7M5FP4223PB203440
Condition: New
Length: 41
GVW: 16800
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 5

Item address Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, United States
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